PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

Dear MPHS Member:

For the special experience we all enjoyed at Kahana in 1987, we owe thanks to many people. I especially want to recognize Jimmy Kaanaana and his family. Jimmy not only serves as a most efficient treasurer for MPHS but his (and his family's) efforts at Kahana were little short of heroic. Finally, special thanks go to Anne Pikula of IPS and Anna Kaanga of the Religion Department for their work in preparing the Proceedings for us. I hope you enjoy reading them as much as we enjoyed preparing these papers. While there were fewer of them than usual, the memories of the wonderful tours we had and what I believe the high quality of those papers included will compare favorably with past proceedings.

President Midge Oler and council member Lanny Britsch suggested the 1988 MPHS meeting be held at and feature presentations on the Hawaii Temple. Consequently, the 1988 gathering will feature a tour and lecture by President D. Arthur Haycock pertaining to the extensive improvements on the temple grounds as well as other interesting papers on the friezes and architecture of the temple. Thus, May 21, 1988 promises to be an exciting and informative day.

Thank you for your continued support of MPHS.

Sincerely,

Lance D. Chase
MPHS President 1986-87
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